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Penguin Select is a spotlight under which early  

learning, classics, global literature, fiction and non-fiction, 

bestselling book from different countries, and work of 

translation find a place to shine. It aims to bring the most 

diverse and stimulating reading experience to the penguin 

arsenal.

Penguin Select Early Learning Program is focused 

on aiding curriculum learning through a comprehensive 

range of children’s books. These books are carefully crafted 

to suit the developmental needs of all children, from infants 

and toddlers to pre-schoolers, ensuring engaging and age-

appropriate content.

The content aims to help children develop crucial cognitive 

abilities like problem-solving, critical thinking, and creativity, 

while instilling in them a love for reading. The program also 

promotes social and emotional development in young minds. 

These books also become a tool for parent-child bonding when 

they read together. 

The list offers picture books, story books, coloring books, 

activity books, workbooks, reference books and other 

innovative titles. These informative and beautifully laid out 

books endeavour to combine education and constructive 

entertainment; aiming to lay a solid foundation for a lifetime 

of learning.
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My First Box of Books 0+

Make early learning years fun and enjoyable for kids with My First Box of 

Books. This box set includes 20 board books filled with beautiful illustrations

and clear labels. These books cover basic concepts like letters, numbers, 

shapes, colors, animals, body parts, and action words. These books help 

children develop essential observation and reading skills.

Binding: Board Book     
Size: 3.5” x 3.9”     

Page Extent: 24     

AVAILABLE  

NOW
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Titles in the series

1. My first book of ABC

2. My first book of Numbers

3. My first book of Colors

4. My first book of Shapes

5.  My first book of Things at home  

(and around us)

6.  My first book of Fruits and vegetables

7.  My first book of Seasons and opposites

8. My first book of Transport

9.  My first book of Animals (Domestic  

and Wild)

bright 

illustrations

Clear labels

10. My first book of Birds

11. My first book of My Body

12. My first book of People At Work

13. My first book of Flowers

14. My first book of Food We Eat 

15. My first book of Insects

16. My first book of Sea animals

17. My first book of Toys

18. My first book of Baby animals

19. My first book of Baby objects

20. My first book of Action words

Board Books
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Page Extent: 288 (12 books box set)  
     480 (20 books box set)

Available  
in  

Box set of 12 titles  
and 

Tuck box  
of 20 titles

My First Box of Books Box sets

9789815127379  |  $ 24.99

9789815127386  |  $ 39.99

AVAILABLE  

NOW
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Board Books

My First Big Books Box sets

Binding: Board Book     
Size: 7” x 7”     
Page Extent:  70 (5 books) and  

140 (10 books

Available in  
2 Pizza Box 

sets of  
5 titles each

Tuck box  
of  

10 titles

9789815144208  |  $ 24.99

9789815204940  |  $ 49.99

9789815233001  |  $ 24.99

AVAILABLE  

NOW
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My First Big Book is a collection of ten big board books that form the building

blocks of kids’ foundational years of learning.

Packed with eye-pleasing illustrations and well-researched words, these 

board books will help little scholars easily grasp key concepts, thereby building 

vocabulary and preparing them for school.

My First Big Book 0+
Binding: Board Book     
Size: 7”x 7”     

Page Extent: 14     
Price: US $4.99 each  

9789815127393

9789815127430

9789815127409

9789815127478

9789815127454

9789815127423

9789815127485

9789815127461

9789815127416

9789815127447

AVAILABLE  

NOW
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Titles in the series
1.   Alphabet

2.  Numbers

3.  Colors

4.  Shapes

5.   Things at Home  (and around us)

6.  Fruits and Veggies

7.    Seasons and Opposites

8.  Transport

9.  Animals (Domestic and Wild)

10. Birds

well researched 

words

Vibrant and cute 

illustrations

Build vocabulary 

with new words

Board Books
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Spot and Learn with Pictures 0+

Spot and Learn with Pictures series  is a set of five books to introduce 

key concepts to little ones in an interactive and engaging manner.

Every single illustrated spread in these books features a variety of things 

to look for and learn about. Each book contains well-labeled illustrations 

to help children develop observation, reading and 

word-picture association skills.

Titles in the series
1. Things at home

2. Food we eat

3. People we meet

4. Animals and birds

5. Things that move

9789815127508

9789815127492 9789815127515

9789815127522 9789815127539 

Binding: Board Book     
Size: 8”x 8”     

Page Extent: 14     
Price: US $5.99 each 

AVAILABLE  

NOW
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Board Books
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Spot and Learn with Pictures 
Box set

Available in  
Pizza box set 
 of 5 titles

ISBN: 9789815144222
Page Extent: 70 (5 books)
Price: US $29.99 

AVAILABLE  

NOW
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100 First Concepts Box set

ISBN: 9789815144239
Page Extent: 156 (6 books)
Price: US $35.99 

Available in  
Box set of 

6 titles

AVAILABLE  

NOW
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100 First Concepts 0+

100 First Concepts series consists of six board books, each featuring 100 

engaging and clearly labeled illustrations. These books are designed to help 

children in building robust vocabulary, honing their counting abilities, and 

discovering a variety of animals, birds, modes of transportation, and food 

items. 

With this series children can improve their language and word-picture 

association skills.

9789815127546

9789815127577

9789815127553

9789815127584

9789815127560

9789815127591

Binding: Board Book     
Size: 5.5” x 6.5”      

Page Extent: 26     
Price: US $5.99 each  

AVAILABLE  

NOW
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Titles in the series
1. 100 Words we read

2. 100 Numbers to count

3. 100 Animals and birds

4. 100 Food we eat

5. 100 Things that move

6. 100 First Concepts (Alphabet, shapes and colors)

simple vocabulary words

well-labeled 

illustrations

Board Books
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ABC Series

The ABC series is a collection of seven beautifully illustrated books designed 

to captivate and educate readers of all ages. 

With these book, discover the wonders of the animal kingdom, the excitement 

of action words, the beauty of nature, the serenity of mindfulness, the enigmas 

of artificial intelligence, the power of love, and the vastness of space. 

Each book in this series is a window to a world of knowledge, creativity, and 

exploration, making learning an adventure to remember. 

9789815233452

9789815233469

9789815233476

9789815233483 9789815233926

9789815233445

Binding: Board Book     
Size: 7” x 7”     

Page Extent: 26     
Price: US $8.99 each  

3+
RELEASING  

IN AUG’24
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Board Books

Titles in the series
1. ABC Animals

2. ABC Action Words

3. ABC Nature

4. ABC Space

5. ABC Mindfulness

6. ABC Artificial Intelligence

7. ABC Love
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ABC AI
ISBN: 9789815233490
Size: 8” x 8”     
Page Extent: 32    
Price: US $10.99 

Easy to understand 

terms with detailed 

examples

RELEASING  

IN AUG’24
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My First Sacred Verses

Discover the Power of Shlokas and Mantras 

A book that introduces children to sacred 

Sanskrit verses, empowering them with 

timeless knowledge. It teaches the power of 

Dhyaan(meditation) – a way to calm the mind 

and feel a stronger connection with the verses 

for spiritual growth. It also helps understand 

the deep meanings hidden in the verses, 

represented by Gyaan (knowledge).

Board Books

Cute attractive 

illustrations

Introducing first 

sacred verses 

simply explained

Binding: Board Book     
Size: 8” x 8”  

Page Extent: 26     
Price: US $8.99 each  

9789815233322

3+
RELEASING  

IN AUG’24

WITH AUDIO 

CONTENT
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My Little Book Of Planets
ISBN: 9789815233391 
Binding: Board Book     
Size:  7” x 7”     

Page Extent: 26     
Price: US $8.99

Explore the uniqueness of each planet. From 

speedy Mercury to windy Neptune and all the 

planets in between.

This book is packed with short, fun rhymes 

and beautiful illustrations that turn learning 

into a fun-filled adventure.

Fully Illustrated 

spreads

Learn about 

planets in prose

RELEASING  

IN AUG’24
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Baby Signs
ISBN: 9789815233704 
Binding: Board Book     
Size:  7” x 7”     

Page Extent: 26     
Price: US $7.99

Board Books

Baby Signs is packed with simple instructions 

and colorful pictures that turn gestures into 

meaningful communication, making it easier 

for parents to connect with their baby.

This book is the go-to guide for new parents.         

It helps them understand the special language 

of their baby. Say goodbye to tantrums and 

hello to a happy, communicating baby

Step by step 

signs illustrated

2+ RELEASING  

IN AUG’24
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My First Discover Series 

My First Discover series is a collection of 

four books. With this series, learn about 

the human body, explore the ocean, 

discover space, and travel back in time to 

meet dinosaurs.

These books have colorful pictures and 

easy explanations, making learning fun 

for curious kids.

Binding: Board Book     
Size:  7” x 7”     

Page Extent: 26     
Price: US $8.99

Amazing facts

3+ RELEASING  

IN SEPT’24
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Board Books

Titles in the series
1. Ocean Life 

2. Dinosaurs

3. Space

4. Human Body

ISBN
9789815233551

9789815233544

9789815233568

9789815233537

Adorable 

illustrations
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Value Add series

A delightful collection of eight books that features charming characters like  

Mimi the Piglet, Khloe the Koala, Joey the Jumper, Hiro the Cub, Kiki the  

Chimp, Otto the Owlet, Rosie the Social Butterfly, and Pixie the Chameleon.

Each book focuses on a unique value, turning everyday adventures into

valuable lessons for young readers. Join these adorable characters as  

they learn and grow, emphasizing the importance of responsibility, 

independence, carefulness, tidiness, wisdom, patience, and individuality.

With heart-warming stories and vibrant illustrations, the “Value Add Series”

makes learning values a joyful experience for children.        

2+

Binding: Board Book     
Size: 7” x 7”     

Page Extent: 14     
Price: US $4.99 each 

RELEASING  

IN OCT’24
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Board Books

Titles in the series

1. Khloe the Koala Won’t Let Mama Go

2. Joey the Kangaroo Knocks Everything Over 

3. Kiki the Baby Chimp is a Messy Painter

4. Mimi the Piglet’s Mess is Everywhere

More titles in the series

5. Otto the Owlet When to Use His Wise Words 

6. Rosie the Social Butterfly is Always Bored 

7. Pixie the Chameleon Copies all the Wrong Things

8. Hiro the Cub Can Do It All by Himself, Sort of

ISBN

9789815233414

9789815233421

9789815233438

9789815233407
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My First Nursery Rhymes 2+

From Twinkle Twinkle Little Stars to 

Humpty Dumpty and Mary’s Little Lamb, 

this book is a treasure trove of beloved 

rhymes. This delightful collection brings 

to life the timeless magic of nursery 

rhymes, enchanting young hearts across 

generations.

With rhythm and rhyme, this book is 

perfect for cuddle times and playful  

sing-alongs.

ISBN: 9789815233636
Binding: Board Book     
Size: 8” x 10”    

Page Extent: 26     
Price: US $10.99 each

RELEASING  

IN AUG’24
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Board Books

fganh o.kZekyk 2+

fganh o.kZekyk&cPpksa ds fy, ,d f’k{kkçn iqLrd

;g iqLrd cPpksa dks fganh ds v{kjksa dk Kku çkIr djus esa lgk;rk djsxhA 

bl iqLrd ds ek/;e ls cPps fganh o.kZekyk ds lgh mPpkj.k dk vH;kl 
djsaxsA

िहन् दी
वण�माला  
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ठ 

आ
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ऊ

अं

सीखे

सीखे

अ
अनार

िहन् दी वण�माला  

ISBN: 9789815233582  
Binding: Board book  
Size: 5.5” x 6.5”    

Page Extent: 26     
Price: US $5.99 

RELEASING  

IN AUG’24

अनार

आग

अ

आ

कमल

क

ख 
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I Can Color 3+

I Can Color series is a collection of four beautiful coloring books that

introduces kids to a dazzling world of colors. These books have age-appropriate

and easy-to-color line drawings that cater to fun-based learning.

By using these coloring books, kids can enhance their concentration, boost their 

creativity, and develop their motor skills.

Titles in the series
1. Letters, numbers and shapes

2. Animals and birds

3. Things that move

4. Fruits and vegetables

ISBN: 9789815233018
Page Extent: 96 (4 books)
Price: US $11.99

Also  

available in 

Pack of  

4 titles

9789815127607

9789815127621

9789815127614

Binding: Paperback     
Size: 8.5” x 11”     

Page Extent: 24     
Price: US $2.99 each

9789815127638

AVAILABLE  

NOW
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cute kawai style 

coloring pages

Coloring guide

Write and learn new words

Coloring Books
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Adult Coloring Books

Embark on a journey of self-discovery and creativity with this captivating series 

of adult coloring books. These books are thoughtfully designed to soothe your 

soul, sharpen your focus, and ignite your inner artist.

This series has four coloring books. The Mandala Coloring Book helps you find 

peace and creativity. The Doodle Coloring Book encourages free creativity

without constraints with playful designs. The Mindfulness Coloring Book brings 

inner calm through art. The Motivation Coloring Book inspires you with quotes 

and designs.

Titles in the series
1.  Enchanting Nature

2.  Meditative Mandalas 

3.  Mindfulness

4.  Motivation

Enchanting 
Nature

Immersive nature inspired doodle 
coloring book for Adults

Mandalas 
Meditative 

Immersive coloring for Adults

9789815233308 9789815233315

Binding: Paperback     
Size: 10.5” x 10.5”   

Page Extent: 64     
Price: US $7.99 each  

RELEASING  

IN AUG’24
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Coloring Books
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My First Words series is a pack of two picture books to begin kids’ journey

to the wondrous world of words. These books include a wide range of topics

such as alphabet, numbers, transport, animals, body parts, first aid, action

words, landforms and more. With engaging and well-labeled illustrations,

these books help children broaden their vocabulary and enhance their 

language skills.

My First Words 3+
Binding: Paperback     
Size: 8.5” x 11”     

Page Extent: 64/96     

Titles in the series:
My First 500 words
My First 1000 words

9789815127645  |  $ 7.99 9789815127652  |  $ 8.99

AVAILABLE  

NOW
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enhance vocabulary 

with wide range  

of topics

labelled 

illustrations

simple words to  

read and learn

Picture Books
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My First All in One: Bilingual  
Picture Book for Kids Hindi-English

All in One is a bilingual picture book for kids in Hindi and English. This book is 

packed with a wide range of early learning concepts like the alphabet, numbers, 

birds, animals, body parts, good habits, transport, first aid, nursery rhymes, and 

even multiplication tables. 

Through vibrant illustrations and word labels in 

both Hindi and English, this book helps kids build a 

robust vocabulary in two languages in no time.  It is a  

one-stop resource for nurturing young minds.

ISBN: 9789815233643
Binding: Paperback    
Size: 8.5” x 11”    

Page Extent: 56     
Price: US $5.99 3+

RELEASING  

IN AUG’24
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Picture Books
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Life Skills series

The Life Skills series offers a collection of eight books filled with 

heart-warming stories. Each story takes readers to diverse realms—from the 

enchanting lands of unicorns and fairies to the depths of the ocean.

Meet different characters in the series like a  

gentle giant, a mischievous goblin, a wise wizard, 

cute animals, and even an alien. With these 

fascinating characters, discover the significance of 

kindness, empathy, honesty, gratitude, confidence, 

patience, keeping calm, and sharing. The stories 

are simple, fun, and full of lessons that everyone 

can enjoy.

Binding: Hardback     
Size: 8” x 8”    

Page Extent: 32     
Price: US $7.99 each  

5+ RELEASING  

IN OCT’24
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Picture Books

Titles in the series

1. Life Skills Series: Kindness

2. Life Skills Series: Empathy

3. Life Skills Series: Honesty

4. Life Skills Series: Gratitude

More titles in the series

5. Life Skills Series: Keep Cool

6. Life Skills Series Patience

7. Life Skills Series Confidence

8. Life Skills Series Sharing

ISBN

9789815233711

9789815233728

9789815233735

9789815233742
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Fun with Writing 3+

Fun With Writing Series is a collection of four workbooks designed to kick 

start kids’ writing journey. These workbooks teach kids essential handwriting 

strokes, enhancing their pencil control skills. 

With captivating illustrations, interactive exercises, and step-by-step guidance, 

this collection of books assists children in honing their early writing skills and 

transforming writing into an enjoyable experience.

Titles in the series:
1.  Patterns & Pencil Control
2. Capital Letters
3. Small Letters

4. Numbers 1-10

ISBN: 9789815144253
Page Extent: 64 (4 books)
Price: US $10.99

Also  

available in  

pack of  

4 titles

Binding: Paperback     
Size: 8.5” x 11”    

Page Extent: 16     
Price: US $2.99 each 

9789815127676

9789815127690

9789815127683

9789815127669

AVAILABLE  

NOW
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fun tracing 

activities

multiple vocabulary 
words per letter

practice writing skills and 

engaging activities

Activity Books
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Let’s Learn Writing 3+

Let’s Learn Writing series consists of four engaging books that foster 

essential writing skills. From mastering patterns to capital letters, small 

letters, and numbers, this series builds confidence in learning to write. It has a 

multitude of handwriting exercises designed for repetition and practice. These 

tracing activities refine motor skills and coordination, laying a path to flawless 

handwriting.  

Binding: Paperback     
Size: 8.5” x 11”    

Page Extent: 56     
Price: US $5.99 each  

RELEASING  

IN SEPT’24

9789815233629

9789815233605

9789815233599

9789815233612
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Activity Books
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Cursive Handwriting  
Workbook for Kids 

The Cursive Writing Workbook helps kids to learn and excel at cursive writing. 

With this workbook, kids can embark on their cursive journey, practicing every 

letter from A to Z, both in uppercase and lowercase. It also gives them sections to 

practice words and sentences in cursive. The colorful illustrations make cursive 

writing even more exciting. 

Binding: Paperback     
Size: 8.5’x 11’

Page Extent: 64/128

9789815233520  |  $ 6.99

9789815233513  |  $ 10.99

3+ RELEASING  

IN AUG’24
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Binding:  Paperback 
Size: 8.5” x 11”    

Page Extent: 72     
Price: US $6.99 each 

Activity Books

Play with Math and English

Play with Series comprises two books designed to engage young minds 

in the worlds of Math and English. From number recognition, patterns, and 

shapes to addition and subtraction, Play with Math covers it all, enhancing 

logical reasoning and problem-solving. Play with English activity book helps 

kids learn language fundamentals. From letters to sounds, it offers captivating 

exercises for effortless learning. 

9789815233285 9789815233278

5+

ISBN: 9789815233506
Page Extent: 144 
Price: US $12.99 

Play with  
English  

and Math  
(Combined 

 Edition)

RELEASING  

IN AUG’24
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Sight Words and Sentences 3+

Sight Words and Sentences series, a pack of two workbooks, introduces

children to frequently used words such as “a,” “an,” “after,” “by,” “can,” “did,”

“have,” “the,” “make,” “take,” “will,” “shall,” and more.

These workbooks help kids to quickly recognize, read, and memorize the most

common sight words and refines their reading and writing skills. Fun and

engaging activities make the learning enjoyable for children.

Titles in the series
Sight Words and Sentences Level 1

Sight Words and Sentences Level 2

Binding: Paperback     
Size: 8.5” x 11”     

Page Extent: 64    
Price: US $5.99 each 

9789815127706 9789815127713

AVAILABLE  

NOW
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frequently used 

words with 

space to trace 

and write

practice writing 

skills with engaging 

activities

Activity Books
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Fun with Activities 3+

Fun with Activities series is a pack of four books packed with a variety of 

engaging activities including mazes, spot the differences, brain boosters, 

and crayon coloring. These activity books are designed to stimulate 

curiosity, creativity, critical thinking, problem-solving, and

motor skills. These books also provide hours of entertainment for young 

learners.

Titles in the series
1. Brain Boosters
2. Mazes
3. Spot the Differences 

4. Crayon Coloring

ISBN: 9789815233025
Page Extent: 128 (4 books)
Price: US $15.99

Also  

available in  

pack

of 4 titles

Binding: Paperback  
Size: 8.5” x 11”    

Page Extent: 32     
Price: US $3.99 each  

9789815127720 9789815127744

9789815127737 9789815127751

AVAILABLE  

NOW
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Activity Books
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Mind Mania Series 3+

Explore the Mind Mania series—a captivating collection of activity 

books designed to nurture critical thinking, unleash creativity, and enhance 

problem-solving skills. With four engaging books to explore, embark on 

an exciting journey.

Titles in the series
1. Brain Booster
2. Mazes
3. Spot the Differences 

4. Crayon Coloring

Binding:  Paperback  
Size: 8.5” x 11”    

Page Extent: 112     
Price: US $8.99 each  

9789815233339 9789815233360

9789815233346 9789815233353

RELEASING  

IN AUG’24
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Activity Books
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Little Learners:  
Learn to Write Workbook

3+

Start your child’s writing journey and take a step to prepare them 
for school.
A practice book that teaches fundamental handwriting strokes to young 

learners and develops their early writing skills without difficulty.

With fascinating illustrations and stepwise instructions to write, children will 

learn to write and practice lines, curves, patterns, letters, and numbers. 

ISBN: 9789815233292  
Binding: Paperback  
Size: 8.5” x 11”    

Page Extent: 72     
Price: US $6.99  

RELEASING  

IN AUG’24
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Standing Lines
Trace the dotted lines from top to bottom.

start start start start start start start

Help the animals reach their favorite food by joining the dotted lines.

3

Jumbled Strokes
Join the dots and color the given picture.

17

Spiral Patterns
Trace the dotted patterns given below.

Trace the dots and color the flowers. One is done for you.

start start start start

start start start start

10

Twin Kittens
Draw lines to help the identical cats meet each other.

One is done for you.

19

Activity Books
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Penguin Random House SEA Pte Ltd
40 Penjuru Lane, #03-21, Block 2

Singapore 609216

Penguin Select Early Learning Program is focused on aiding curriculum learning 

through a comprehensive range of children’s books. These books are carefully 

crafted to suit the developmental needs of all children, from infants and toddlers 

to pre-schoolers, ensuring engaging and age-appropriate content.

The list offers picture books, story books, coloring books, activity books, workbooks, 

reference books and other innovative titles. These informative and beautifully 

laid out books endeavour to combine education and constructive entertainment; 

aiming to lay a solid foundation for a lifetime of learning.
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